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LOAN QIAIFS – IRISH REGULATED
DIRECT LENDING FUNDS
Prior to 2014 Irish investment funds could not engage in direct loan
origination, however following the work of international policy makers
(such as the Financial Stability Board and the European Commission),
discussions with industry/market participants and the implementation of
the Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive 2011/61/EU ("AIFMD"),
the Central Bank of Ireland (the "CBI") now permits funds which can
engage in direct lending (loan origination) ("LQIAIFs").

This was the first dedicated European Union ("EU")
regulatory regime for direct lending funds and the
Maples Group advised on the first LQIAIF authorised
by the CBI in March 2015. The LQIAIF is a welcome
product enhancement by the CBI, particularly in the

What is a Loan
QIAIF (or LQIAIF)?

context of the continuing growth and development
of the European non-bank lending market and
further strengthens the range of AIFMD-compliant
fund products available in Ireland.

LQIAIFs are authorised by the CBI as a special category of qualifying investor alternative
investment fund (“QIAIF”) which can originate loans. LQIAIFs may be established as
a sub-fund within an umbrella platform and other sub-funds within a QIAIF umbrella
platform (and therefore will not be subject to the loan origination requirements).
The LQIAIF operates in accordance with AIFMD, meaning that the LQIAIF’s EEAbased alternative investment fund manager ("AIFM") can avail of the cross-border
“passport” allowing it to access marketing opportunities in the EEA.
Information on the CBI’s regime for QIAIFs, Ireland’s flagship AIFM compliant vehicle
for qualifying or sophisticated investors, is available on request.

Focus on
lending

Each LQIAIF shall limit its operations to the business of issuing loans, participating
in loans/participations in lending, investment in debt/credit instruments and
“operations relating thereto”, including investing in equity securities of entities or
groups to which the LQIAIF lends, or instruments which are held for treasury, cash
management or hedging purposes. Current guidance clarifies that derivatives can
only be used for hedging purposes.

Closed-ended
fund

Each LQIAIF must be structured as a closed-ended fund, which has a finite
investment period and does not offer investors any redemption rights. However,
the CBI allows for a limited redemption facility at the discretion of the LQIAIF
recognising LQIAIFs may, following the maturity of certain loan assets and the
availability of unencumbered cash/liquid assets, wish to invite redemption requests
as well as distribute the return from the realised assets to investors.

Investment
diversification

Each LQIAIF must implement a risk diversification strategy so as to ensure a portfolio
of loans which is diversified within a certain time period (e.g. there will be a permitted
ramp-up period to acquire loans). Exposure to any one issuer or group may not
exceed 25% of the net assets of the LQIAIF. The CBI requirements recognise that
in some cases it may not be possible to reach the targeted diversification and, in
such instances, the LQIAIF will be required to seek approval from investors to either
continue with the portfolio diversification actually achieved or terminate the LQIAIF.
The diversification requirements will not apply to a LQIAIF as it approaches the end of
its investment cycle and is closing out of positions.

Leverage

The CBI currently imposes a leverage limit at a ratio of 1:1, i.e. a LQIAIF must not have
gross assets of more than 200% of its net asset value. Breaches of this leverage limit
must be rectified within 30 days of the breach occurring.

Eligible
borrowers

The CBI has imposed restrictions on the type of entities that an LQIAIF may lend to
(e.g. an LQIAIF cannot lend to natural persons, parties related to the LQIAIF, other
collective investment schemes etc.). Lending is in practice restricted to corporate
entities including small and medium enterprises ("SMEs").1

Credit
assessment

The CBI requires that each LQIAIF must establish and implement appropriate,
documented and regularly updated policies and procedures for the purposes of credit
granting, monitoring and management of loan arrangements.
Such policies and procedures shall ensure that:
(a) Credit granting is based on sound and well-defined criteria and that the process for
approving, amending, renewing and re-financing credits is clearly established;
(b) The LQIAIF has internal methodologies that enable it to assess the credit risk of
exposures to individual obligors, securities and credit risk at the portfolio level;
(c) The ongoing administration and monitoring of the various credit risk bearing
portfolio positions and exposures, including for identifying and managing
problem credits and for making adequate value adjustments and provisions, is
operated through effective systems; and
(d) Diversification of credit positions is adequate having regard to the target markets
and overall credit strategy of the LQIAIF.

Where the LQIAIF lends to SMEs operating in Ireland it will be subject to the Central Bank’s “Code of Conduct for Business Lending to
Small and Medium Enterprises”.
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Stress testing

The CBI requires that each LQIAIF must apply a comprehensive quarterly stress
testing programme (separate to the equivalent AIFMD requirements), due in part to
the fact that the strategy may (similar to bank lending) give rise to potential systemic
risks arising from excessive credit growth and leverage.
The stress testing programme should include the following:
(a) Identify possible events of future changes in economic conditions that have
unfavourable effects on the LQIAIF’s credit exposures and assess the LQIAIF’s
ability to withstand such changes;
(b) Compare the stress measures under the programme against internal risk limits;
(c) Capture transactions and aggregate exposures across all forms of counterparty
credit risk; and
(d) Multifactor stress testing scenarios (e.g. severe economic or market events, broad
market illiquidity, large financial institution liquidating positions) in order to assess
material non-directional risks to the LQIAIF.

Investor
disclosure and
reporting

Certain disclosure requirements must be addressed in the LQIAIF’s prospectus,
marketing materials and annual financial reports. The prospectus must include
prominent risk warnings drawing attention to the unique risks which arise from loan
origination, including the CBI’s powers to tighten leverage and lending standards
(and the likely impact that would have on the LQIAIF).
The CBI’s reporting regime for LQIAIFs includes a requirement for loan by loan
reporting, including breakdowns between (i) senior secured, junior and mezzanine
debt; (ii) loans made on a fully amortised basis and loans made with lump-sum
repayment capabilities; and (iii) loan to value ratios for each loan. The reports are
required to include information on exposure to non-performing loans, forbearance
activities and its credit assessment and monitoring process. The reports must be
provided to investors as at each valuation point (or at least annually). LQIAIFs must
also inform the CBI annually of any undrawn committed credit lines.

EUROPEAN
DEVELOPMENTS:
ESMA OPINION
As part of a wider consultation regarding the European Commission’s
Action Plan on the Capital Markets Union, there is also a consultation
on loan origination funds (as to whether an EU wide regime should be
introduced) at a European level.

The European Securities and Markets Authority
("ESMA") published an opinion in April 20162 on
the necessary elements for a common European
framework for loan origination by investment funds.
ESMA surveyed loan originating fund products3
and rules across the EU and set out matters for the

European Commission to focus on (e.g. liquidity,
types of eligible investors, hybrid strategies and if
specific authorisation for AIFMs is required). Many
of the common features in the opinion already form
part of the Irish direct lending fund regime.

https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/2016-596_opinion_on_loan_origination.pdf
There are other EU fund products which can originate loans, namely the EuVECA, EuSEF and ELTIF regimes but the opinion does not
cover these products.
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THE MAPLES GROUP
LQIAIF EXPERTISE
The Maples Group has unrivalled expertise in the structuring, establishment
and ongoing operation of LQIAIFs.

We advised on the very first LQIAIF authorised by
the Central Bank and have also since worked on a
number of innovative LQIAIF launches.
We are the leading Irish counsel on ICAVs and to
date have advised on approximately 40% of all
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LQIAIFs authorised by the Central Bank, which is
almost twice as many as our nearest competitor.
This position provides us with an unparalleled overview
of the Irish market and enables us to track all relevant
information and statistics on the LQIAIF structure.

40

%

MARKET SHARE

Source: The Central Bank of Ireland’s Register, based on the number of authorised Loan QIAIFs as at 30 June 2019.

They have great strength in handling
country registrations and all aspects
of maintaining all regulatory filings...
Commercially minded, aware of new
developments and very proactive…
They are outstanding on international
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above all, pragmatic...
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practical and sound business advice...
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Maples is one of the key law firms
in Ireland. They’re very commercial,
responsive and solutions-orientated...
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The Maples Group is independently ranked first amongst Irish law
firms in Ireland in terms of total number of funds advised (based on the
latest Monterey Ireland Fund Report, as at 30 June 2018).

REGULATORY REGIME
The CBI’s regulatory framework for LQIAIFs
specifically requires that each fund be established
as a qualifying investor alternative investment
fund ("QIAIF") - Ireland’s flagship alternative
investment fund vehicle for sophisticated or
"qualifying" investors. Accordingly each LQIAIF will
be subject to the CBI’s general requirements for
QIAIFs, plus the specific LQIAIF requirements, in a

IRISH ICAV
Central Bank fully-authorised AIF
can be passported throughout EEA
by AIFM

dedicated section of the CBI’s AIF Rulebook. More
information on LQIAIFs (and more generally QIAIFs)
is available on request and the rules relating to
LQIAIFs can currently be found in the CBI’s AIF
Rulebook and supplementary guidance published
from time to time.
A sample LQIAIF structure is set out below.
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.The Maples Group is a leading service

provider offering a comprehensive range
of legal services on the laws of the British
Virgin Islands, the Cayman Islands,
Ireland, Jersey and Luxembourg and is an
independent provider of fiduciary, fund
services, regulatory and compliance,
and entity formation and management
services. We distinguish ourselves with
a client-focused approach, providing
solutions tailored to your specific needs.
Our global network of lawyers and industry
professionals are strategically located in the
Americas, Europe, Asia and the Middle East
to ensure that clients gain immediate access
to expert advice and bespoke support, within
convenient time zones.
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